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Abstract- Now a day’s industrial applications have to require
higher power apparatus in recent years. a multilevel power
converter structure is used in high power and medium voltage
situations. The multilevel inverters are starting in three level
converters. The elementary concept of a multilevel converter
is to achieve higher power to use a series of power
semiconductor switches with several lower voltage dc sources
to perform the power conversion by synthesizing a staircase
voltage waveform. Here we are using seven Level Inverter
which is used to convert uncontrolled D.C.multi-level
converter can switch each input or output at least between
three voltage or current levels. a multi-level inverter involves
the combination of power semiconductors and capacitive
voltage sources. We will focus particularly on the interest of
the improvement of the waveform of the filter voltage
compared to its reference, and consequently of the source
currents, by carrying out simulations.
Keywords- multilevel power converter, level converters,
semiconductor switches, capacitive voltage, power
semiconductors
I.
INTRODUCTION
The structure of the inverter with two voltage levels
encounters physical and technological limits for the rise in
voltage and therefore in power [1], in particular the quality of
the voltage generated with a high harmonic rate (reference
case sinusoidal voltage). It is to overcome these drawbacks
that some researchers have introduced inverters having a
multi-level voltage structure, and which generate a voltage
closer to its reference, with fewer harmonics in the case where
the voltage reference is sinusoidal [1]. Now a days supplying
high quality power to the critical loads like medical
equipment, research instrument is of vital importance.
Different hardware structure and techniques have been applied
to obtain pure supply. The distortion of the output voltage

decreases as the number of level increases and it is further
improved by applying pulse width modulation (PWM)
techniques. This part of research is focused to reduce the
harmonic content in the output voltage by incorporating a
single phase nine level cascaded multi-level inverter and
PWM techniques [2]. Inverters are used to convert dc power
into ac power. That dc power can be taken from solar panelscontrolled rectifiers or batteries. Efficiency and power quality
are main parameters while designing any power converters.
Losses and total harmonic distortions are minimised as low as
possible to develop efficient power converter [5]. Square and
Modified sine wave inverters are used for small power
application due to their high value of total harmonic
distortions [6]. For high power applications and to run
sensitive loads, multilevel inverters are used due to their better
power quality. Increasing the levels in the output of inverter
improves power quality and hence reduces the size of filter
[5].
Multilevel converters include an array of semiconductor
devices and capacitive voltage sources. By proper connection
and control, they can generate a multiple-step voltage
waveform with variable and controllable frequency, phase and
amplitude. The stepped waveform is synthesized by
controlling the switch devices to connect the load to the
different capacitive voltage sources [7]. A two-level converter
generates an output voltage with two values with respect to the
negative terminal (N) of the capacitor, while the three-level
converter generates three voltages, and so on. It is observed
that two-level converters can generate a variable frequency
and amplitude voltage waveform by adjusting a time average
of the two voltage levels, which is usually performed with
pulse-width modulation (PWM) techniques. Multilevel
converters have the voltage level as another control degree of
freedom to generate the output waveform to obtain improved
output waveform quality [9].
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II.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

.
Fig.1: Multi-level Inverter for 5 –level
For controlling of the switch’s techniques used is based on
Sinusoidal Pulse width modulation which is basically known
as SPWM. The control diagram is shown in Fig 4.2.

Fig.2: Controlling of Converter 5 level
Figure 2 shows the output waveform, and figure 4.5 shows the
waveform for FFT exploration of the same and Figure 4.6
shows the FFT analysis.

Fig.3: Waveform output
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Fig.4: Waveform output for FFT analysis

Fig.5: FFT analysis of 5 level
In the above figure THD for base implementations is shown,
in below figure the model proposed circuit is shown.

Fig.6: Proposed Model for 7 -level
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Fig.7: Control Strategy for proposed model
In figure 7, the control strategy is shown and in figure 4.9 the
output current and voltage waveforms are shown.
III.

RESULT

Fig.8: Waveform output of proposed 7-level

Fig.9: Waveform output for FFT Analysis proposed 7-level
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In this figure 9, the FFT analysis is shown for seven level
inverter and figure 4.11 shows the THD for the output

waveform.

Fig.10: FFT Analysis of Proposed 7-level

Fig.11: The proposed SPWM Waveform
In the above, figure shows the SPWM technique for the
proposed seven level inverter for lower distortion level.
IV.
CONCLUSION
A relative report is improved arrangement of multilevel
inverter. Fell sort multilevel inverter is picked for this
exploration, in view of its basic structure and less part
prerequisites. The seven level fell inverter arrangement is
reproduced in open circle control utilizing multiple PWM and
Sinusoidal PWM systems. The re-enactment results are
displayed and broke down. From this piece of work, the
sinusoidal PWM based reproduction gives better outcomes.
Subsequently, it is taken for further investigations in the
inverter. The streamlining methods are connected to compute
the exchanging edges in order to acquire least absolute
symphonies twisting in the output of the fell seven level
inverter. The hereditary calculation enhancement strategy is
first connected and the exchanging points are discovered
dependent on the target capacity and imperatives for ideal
THD. The outcomes are displayed and analysed with better
results.
V.
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